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We present a generic and systematic approach for constructing D−dimensional lattice models with
exactly solvable d−dimensional boundary states localized to corners, edges, hinges and surfaces.
These solvable models represent a class of “sweet spots” in the space of possible tight-binding
models—the exact solutions remain valid for any tight-binding parameters as long as they obey
simple locality conditions that are manifest in the underlying lattice structure. Consequently, our
models capture the physics of both (higher-order) topological and nontopological phases as well as
the transitions between them in a particularly illuminating and transparent manner.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Topological phases of matter form one of the central top-
ics in condensed matter physics due to their exotic prop-
erties, such as the presence of robust boundary states
[1–3]. The most prominent manifestation of these phases
comes in the form of topological insulators, which have a
gapped D-dimensional bulk spectrum while supporting a
dissipationless current on their (d = D − 1)-dimensional
boundaries. Celebrated examples of these modes are the
chiral, edge states of quantum Hall and Chern insula-
tors [4–9], the helical, edge states of two-dimensional Z2
insulators [10–14], and the Dirac surface states of three-
dimensional strong topological insulators [15]. Closely
related to these models are topological semimetals whose
bulk is instead gapless but nevertheless host robust states
on their boundaries. A paradigmatic example of this
phase is the Weyl semimetal, which features Weyl nodes
in its low-energy description, and supports the existence
of Fermi arcs on its surfaces [16–22].
Recently, an extended family of topological models
were proposed in the form of higher-order topological in-
sulators [23–33]. In this case, in-gap modes localize to
boundaries with codimension (D− d) > 1, e.g., the zero-
dimensional corners of two- or three-dimensional latices,
or the one-dimensional hinges of three-dimensional lat-
tices. The existence of these (D − d)th-order modes can
be guaranteed in the presence of crystalline symmetries
that relate the edges or surfaces adjacent to higher order
boundaries to one another such that the corner or hinge
connecting them form true phase boundaries [30].
While solutions for first-order topological boundary
states have been derived in several specific models [34–44]
and several general approaches have been developed to
retrieve them [45–48], there is a surprising lack of meth-
ods to find analytical solutions for these boundary wave
functions that are straightforward and transparent and
can be used to describe modes of any codimension. Such
a method is not only of theoretical relevance but also
provides practical insight on how to engineer lattices that
support these states. Indeed, the corner modes predicted
to exist in breathing kagome lattices [49–51], as discussed
in Sec. IV, have recently been experimentally observed
[52–54].
In this paper, building on the brief list of specific ex-
amples given in our recent publication [49], we give a de-
tailed account of a generic method on how to construct
such lattice models, which fulfills the aforementioned
criteria by allowing for the engineering of the bound-
ary dispersion, giving access to exact solutions for the
boundary-mode wave functions and providing the tools
to choose the desired localization of these modes. We
make explicit use of exact, destructive interference, which
is naturally present on a large family of lattices and allows
us to write down exact wave-function solutions whose de-
tails depend almost solely on a reoccurring structure of
the total system, sublattice A, and whose eigenvalues
stem from the “on-site” Hamiltonian on A. The local-
ization of these modes is dictated by the indirect connec-
tion between different A sublattices via B(s) sublattices
[see Figs. 1 and 2], which can be readily adjusted to ob-
tain the desired localization. We thus have the power
to choose the codimension, the localization, and the dis-
persion of the exact wave-function solution. While our
method thus allows us to retrieve wave-function solutions
of any codimension in an exact and straightforward man-
ner, it does not give direct information pertaining to the
ground state of the system nor the topological protec-
tion of these states. Indeed, additional computations are
required to make that determination in which case our
exact solutions may be of aid, as we indeed showed in
Ref. 55.
This method has already been investigated and proven
to be extremely useful to describe first-order topological
phases on frustrated lattice models of the type shown in
Fig. 1(a) to find the chiral, edge states of Chern insula-
tors and Fermi arcs of Weyl semimetals [55–57]. In the
current paper, this method is extended to a more gen-
eral family of lattices and to topological phases of any
order. In Ref. 49, we briefly showed how to obtain exact
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1 SSH chain - -
2 Breathing
kagome
Chern
insulators, Z2
insulator [55]
-
3 Breathing
pyrochlore
Hinge insulators Strong TI [59],
Weyl
semimetals [55]
TABLE I: Examples of D-dimensional models that host d-
dimensional boundary modes. Solvable models corresponding
to each of these can be constructed using the framework pre-
sented in this work. Details are given here or in the indicated
references.
solutions for corner modes of two-dimensional breathing
kagome and three-dimensional breathing pyrochlore, as
well as hinge states in two different three-dimensional lat-
tices, one formed of stacked honeycomb lattices and one
consisting of stacked Rice-Mele chains [49]. Here, we dis-
cuss these results in great detail, and provide a generic
and in-depth description on how to construct these mod-
els. We also introduce an additional example in which
we realize chiral, hinge states on the pyrochlore lattice
by stacking two-dimensional Z2 insulators and connect-
ing them in such a way that the helical edge states gap
out and only chiral modes on the hinges survive. This
technique of creating higher order topological phases has
recently also been put forward in Ref. 31, where a D-
dimensional model with second-order modes is created by
stacking (D−1)-dimensional systems with an alternating
topological invariant. In contrast, we couple our topolog-
ically nontrivial systems to each other via a trivial layer
consisting of B′′ sublattices, which, due to the disappear-
ing amplitude of the wave function, does not actively con-
tribute to the boundary wave function. We have exem-
plified some of the different D-dimensional models with
d-dimensional solvable boundary states in Table I.
This paper is ordered as follows. In Sec. II, we in-
troduce our method of constructing lattices that have
exact wave-function solutions in its full generality. This
is followed by a detailed description of the Hamiltonians
on each of the individual lattice structures in Figs. 1(a),
1(b), 1(c), and 2, an explicit derivation of the exact wave-
function solutions, as well as concrete and relevant exam-
ples to each of the lattices in Secs. III-VI, respectively.
We conclude in Sec. VII.
II. GENERAL METHOD
We start by constructing a general family of lattices
whose primary building blocks consist of A, B, B′, . . .,
B(D−d−1) sublattices, where the number of sublattices
B(s) is directly related to codimension (D − d) of the
boundary under investigation. The D-dimensional lat-
tices with open boundary conditions in (D − d) dimen-
FIG. 1: Schematic depiction of lattice structures with A, B,
B′, and B′′ sublattices in red, green, blue, and purple, re-
spectively. The A sublattices are labeled with m(s) and the
lattice vectors ~ai are explicitly indicated. The boundaries of
the lattices have codimensions (a) one, (b) two, and (c) three.
sions are then formed by connecting the A sublattices
with the B(s) sublattices in the directions of the lat-
tice vectors ~as+1 in an alternating fashion such that the
boundaries are formed by A sublattices. Figure 1 shows
a schematic depiction of the simplest examples of lattices
constructed in this fashion with boundaries of codimen-
sions one [Fig. 1(a)], two [Fig. 1(b)], and three [Fig. 1(c)],
while the schematic lattice in Fig. 2 with boundaries of
codimension two also falls within this class of lattices.
By allowing no direct hoppings between the A sublat-
tices, these lattices naturally support the exact disap-
pearance of the wave-function amplitude of n wave func-
tions on the B(s) sublattices with n the number of degrees
of freedom on the A sublattices. The associated eigen-
values Ai of these wave functions are the eigenvalues of
the Hamiltonian hA, which is the “on-site” Hamiltonian
on each A sublattice. Wave functions of this form read
|ψi(~k||)〉 = Ni(~k||)
×
∑
{m(s)}
{
D−d−1∏
s=0
[
r
(s)
i (
~k||)
]m(s)}
c†
Ai,~k||,{m(s)}
|0〉 , (1)
where ~k|| is the quasi momentum parallel to the direction
of the open boundary conditions, i = 1, 2, . . . , n labels the
solution, Ni(~k||) is the normalization factor, m(s) labels
the A sublattices in the ~as+1 direction with a total of∑
sM
(s) A sublattices, c†
Ai,~k||,{m(s)}
creates an electron
on sublattice A in unit cell {m(s)} with energy Ai , and
r
(s)
i (
~k||) is obtained by using exact, destructive interfer-
ence on the B(s) sublattices.
The localization of this wave function on each unit cell
is determined by Pi,{m(s)}(~k||) = 〈ψi(~k||)|Π{m(s)}|ψi(~k||)〉,
where Π{m(s)} = |e{m(s)}〉 〈e{m(s)}| is the projection op-
erator onto the unit cell {m(s)}, leading to
Pi,{m(s)}(~k||) =
∣∣∣Ni(~k||)∣∣∣2 D−d−1∏
s=0
|r(s)i (~k||)|2m
(s)
, (2)
which only has nonzero weight on the A sublattices. We
3FIG. 2: Schematic depiction of a lattice structure with mir-
ror symmetry around m′ = (M ′ + 1)/2 with the A, B, and
B′ sublattices in red, green, and blue, respectively. The A
sublattices are labeled with m(s) and the lattice vectors ~ai
are explicitly indicated. The boundaries of this lattice have
codimension two.
thus find that if |r(s)i (~k||)| = 1, ∀s, the wave function in
Eq. (1) is equally localized on all A sublattices, meaning
that it corresponds to a bulk state and the energy band
Ai necessarily attaches to the bulk bands. However, if
|r(s)i (~k||)| 6= 1, the mode is exponentially localized to one
of the boundaries and the solution in Eq. (1) describes a
boundary mode. More specifically, taking the model in
Fig. 1(b) as an example, if |ri(~k||)| 6= 1 and |r′i(~k||)| 6=
1, the wave function in Eq. (1) localizes to the corners
{m,m′} = {1, 1}, {1,M ′}, {M, 1}, or {M,M} depending
on the exact values of |ri(~k||)| and |r′i(~k||)|. If instead only
one of the |r(s)i | differs from one, e.g., |ri(~k||)| = 1 and
|r′i(~k||)| 6= 1, the solution in Eq. (1) localizes to an edge,
in this case {m,m′} = {m, 1} or {m,M ′} depending on
the specific value of |r′i(~k||)|.
Solutions on lattices of the form of Fig. 1(a) are stud-
ied in great detail in the context of frustration in Ref. 55
and are generalized in Sec. III. The boundary modes are
captured by Eq. (1) with s = 0 and localize to the A sub-
lattice m = 1 (M) when |ri(~k||)| < 1 (> 1). While the
schematic lattice exactly corresponds to the famed Su-
Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [58], which we indeed use
as an example in Sec. III to illustrate our findings, by
dimensional extension it also describes two- and three-
dimensional systems with each of the sites now corre-
sponding to one-dimensional, periodic chains and two-
dimensional, periodic planes, respectively [55]. We can
thus use our results to find exact solutions for a plethora
of different systems, such as for the chiral edge states of
Chern insulators and Fermi arcs of Weyl semimetals [55]
as well as for the helical edge states of two-dimensional Z2
insulators and Dirac surface states of three-dimensional
strong topological insulators [59] as summarized in Ta-
ble I.
The schematic lattices in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) are
straightforward extensions of the lattice in Fig. 1(a) by
stacking and connecting chains of a similar structure as
the chain in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(b), we stack chains con-
sisting of A (red) and B (green) sublattices, and connect
them via B′ (blue) sublattices. On the resulting struc-
ture, we find that the wave function given by Eq. (1)
with s = 0, 1 is an exact solution and corresponds to
zero-dimensional corner modes or one-dimensional hinge
states in which case each sublattice is associated with
a one-dimensional periodic chain. While the lattice in
Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the Lieb lattice, in Sec. IV we
show an explicit example for the corner modes on the
breathing kagome lattice, which only differs from the Lieb
lattice by the inclusion of hopping terms between certain
B and B′ sublattices. In that section, we also solve ex-
plicitly for the hinge modes on the pyrochlore lattice.
The Lieb lattice is treated explicitly in a forthcoming
publication [59], where we solve the complete eigensystem
by making use of a symmetry that relates the energies
E(kx, ky) = E(−kx, ky) = E(kx,−ky). To construct the
lattice in Fig. 1(c), we employ a similar construction as
before, where we now stack chains consisting of A and B,
A and B′, and A and B′′ (purple) sublattices in the ~as+1
directions such that we can realize zero-dimensional cor-
ner states, which are given by Eq. (1) with s = 0, 1, 2. In
Sec. V, we provide an explicit example for this schematic
lattice in the form of the breathing pyrochlore model,
which, similar to the breathing kagome lattice, is readily
obtained by allowing for hoppings among certain B, B′,
and B′′ sublattices.
The lattice in Fig. 2 is also closely related to the chain
in Fig. 1(a), and consists of A, B, and B′ sublattices. As
we do not allow for any hoppings between the A sublat-
tices, the wave function in Eq. (1) with s = 0, 1 is an
exact solution on this lattice. The chains formed by the
A and B sublattices (in red and green) and the B′ sub-
lattices (in blue) are connected in such a way that the
lattice has a mirror symmetry around m′ = (M ′ + 1)/2,
and consequently, r′i(~k||) = −1, ∀i. The modes captured
by the exact wave-function solution in Eq. (1) thus lo-
calize to the A sublattice {m,m′} = {1, (M ′ + 1)/2} or
{M, (M ′ + 1)/2} depending on whether |ri(~k||)| < 1 or
> 1, respectively. In Sec. VI, we show how we can use
this construction to find exact solutions for hinge modes
both in space and time.
In the following, we describe each of these lattices in
great detail by studying their concomitant tight-binding
Hamiltonians, writing down the relevant form of the ex-
act wave-function solution in Eq. (1), and deriving ex-
plicit expressions for r
(s)
i (
~k||).
4FIG. 3: Schematic representation of the Hamiltonian HM in
Eq. (3).
III. EXACTLY SOLVABLE BOUNDARY STATES
WITH CODIMENSION ONE
In this section, we show how to find exact boundary-state
wave functions on lattices with boundaries of codimen-
sion one as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). Solutions on
lattices of this form are extensively described in Ref. 55
in the context of frustrated lattices, and are generalized
here to a wider class of lattices. We supplement the gen-
eral findings with an explicit example in the form of the
SSH chain [58].
We start by describing generic, one-dimensional struc-
tures, which consist of alternating zero-dimensional A
and B lattices, where the A lattices are only coupled to
adjacent B lattices through the matrices hA,B;±. Within
each A lattice, there are n internal degrees of freedom,
which may correspond to orbital, spin, or lattice-site de-
grees of freedom, and hA describes the physics within
each A lattice. We denote the corresponding creation
operators with c†Ai,m with m the unit-cell index and
i = 1, . . . , n. Each B lattice hosts a single degree of
freedom with energy hB , and the corresponding creation
operator is given by b†m with m the unit cell index, which
is the same as the unit-cell index of the A lattice to its
left. The Fourier-transformed creation operators are de-
fined as
c†
Ai,~k
=
1√
L
L∑
m=1
eimk1c†Ai,m, b
†
~k
=
1√
L
L∑
m=1
eimk1b†m,
where L denotes the total number of unit cells in the
periodic system, and k1 = ~k ·~a1 with ~a1 the lattice vector
shown in Fig. 1(a). We find that the Bloch Hamiltonian
is given by H~k = Ψ
†
~k
H~kΨ~k with Ψ†~k = (c
†
Ai,~k
, b†~k) and
H~k =
(
hA hA,B;+ + e
−ik1hA,B;−
h†A,B;+ + e
ik1h†A,B;− hB
)
.
For simplicity, we have assumed that there is no hopping
among the different B sites, which does not restrict the
generality of our conclusions as they are not altered by
the inclusion of such hopping terms.
Next, we consider the corresponding system with open
boundary conditions in ~a1 that starts and terminates
with an A lattice as shown in Fig. 1(a). In this case,
the Hamiltonian with a total of M A sublattices reads
HM = Ψ†HMΨ,
where the row vector is given by Ψ† =
(a†1, b
†
1,a
†
2, . . . , b
†
M−1,a
†
M ) with a
†
m = c
†
A1
, . . . , c†An ,
and the matrix HM is of the form
HM =

hA hA,B;+ 0 0 0
h†A,B;+ hB h
†
A,B;− 0 0
0 hA,B;− hA · · · 0
0 0
...
. . . h†A,B;−
0 0 0 hA,B;− hA
 ,
(3)
which is shown schematically in Fig. 3. Given this
structure, it is straightforward to construct exact wave-
function solutions that localize at the boundaries formed
by the A sublattices at the ends. For simplicity, we as-
sume that hA is diagonal, i.e., hA = diag(A1 , . . . , An),
which can be achieved by performing a unitary trans-
formation. We continue by taking linear combinations
of c†Ai,m|0〉 and choose their weights in such a way that
they interfere destructively on all theB sublattices. Since
the on-site energy is the same on all the A lattices, i.e.,
Ai , we indeed find an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. In
particular, for each i = 1, . . . , n, we make the following
ansatz, which corresponds to an exponentially decaying
wave function
|ψi〉 = Ni
M∑
m=1
rmi c
†
Ai,m
|0〉, (4)
where Ni is the normalization constant
Ni = 1|ri|
√
|ri|2 − 1
(|ri|2)M − 1 , (5)
and |ψi〉 fulfils the energy eigenvalue equation
HM |ψi〉 = Ai |ψi〉. (6)
The explicit equation for ri follows from destructive in-
terference on the B lattices and is given by
(h†A,B;+)1,i + ri(h
†
A,B;−)1,i = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, (7)
where the labels {1, i} refer to the matrix elements of the
matrices h†A,B;± [70]. The function ri dictates the local-
ization of the wave function, such that while the wave
function is completely delocalized in the system when
|ri| = 1, we find that it localizes to the right end, m = 1,
and left end, m = M , when |ri| < 1 and |ri| > 1, re-
spectively. Note that we are able to solve this equation
because the number of equations matches the number of
variables n, which is why we restrict ourselves to the case
where the B lattices host a single orbital, i.e., nB = 1.
Moreover, the simple form of this equation for ri follows
from writing the Hamiltonian hA in its diagonal basis.
If hA is expressed in a different basis, we find that the
ansatz in Eq. (4) and the equation for ri in Eq. (7) ex-
plicitly depend on the normalized eigenvectors φi of hA
5with eigenvalues Ai , such that they read
|ψi〉 = Ni
M∑
m=1
rmi
 n∑
j=1
c†Aj ,mφi,j
 |0〉, (8)
(h†A,B;+)φi + ri(h
†
A,B;−)φi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, (9)
where φi,j corresponds to the jth component of the ith
eigenvector φi.
To elucidate these results, we work out an explicit ex-
ample in the form of the SSH chain [58], which is also
mentioned briefly in Ref. [49]. This model consists of al-
ternating A and B sites, which are coupled through the
nearest-neighbor hopping parameters t1 and t2 as shown
in Fig. 4(a), such that the A lattices host a single de-
gree of freedom, i.e., n = 1. The corresponding Bloch
Hamiltonian reads
H~k = −
(
0 t1 + e
−ik1t2
t1 + e
ik1t2 0
)
.
For an open chain with A sites at its ends, we find that
the Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (3) with the exact wave-
function solution in Eq. (4). The terms in the Hamilto-
nian are
hA = hB = 0, hA,B;+ = −t1, hA,B;− = −t2,
where we use the notation introduced above such that
Eq. (7) now reads
t1 + r t2 = 0,
where we have dropped the subscript i = 1 of r to sim-
plify notation, and we find r = −t1/t2. The wave func-
tion for the open chain in Eq. (4) with eigenvalue hA = 0
is depicted in Fig. 4(b), where the mechanism that results
in the exact disappearance of the wave-function ampli-
tude of the B sites is explicitly illustrated. The band
spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(a), and we see that there
is an exact zero-energy mode in red for all values of r.
This result is in complete agreement with the well-known
appearance of an exponentially localized end mode at
m = 1 (M) for |t1| < |t2| (|t1| > |t2|), and disappearance
of this mode at |t1| = |t2| (|r| = 1) in the SSH chain with
an odd number of sites (oddSSH).
FIG. 4: (a) Schematic depiction of the SSH chain with the
A and B sublattices in red and green, respectively, and the
nearest-neighbor hopping parameters t1 and t2. (b) Illustra-
tion of the wave function in Eq. (4) with r = −t1/t2 for a
chain with M = 2 with the weight of the wave function on
each site written inside the red (A) and green (B) circles to
explicitly show the destructive interference on the B (green)
site.
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FIG. 5: Band spectrum of the SSH model with M = 50 and
(a) a broken unit cell (odd number of sites) and (b) an un-
broken unit cell (even number of sites) with the bulk bands in
blue and the end mode corresponding to the exact solution in
Eq. (4) in red. The black vertical lines indicate where |r| = 1.
We note that in the case with no broken unit cell, i.e.,
an even number of total sites (evenSSH), there are two
zero-energy (up to algebraic finite-size corrections to the
energy) end modes when |t1| < |t2| and no end modes
when |t1| ≥ |t2| as shown in Fig. 5(b). In the case
|t1| < |t2|, the two ends of the evenSSH chain can locally
be mapped onto the end m = 1 of the oddSSH chain,
which indeed features an end mode when |t1| < |t2|. This
mapping breaks down, however, when |t1| ≥ |t2| as the
putative solutions interfere strongly with each other due
to their increasing amplitude away from their respective
ends. In this case, the exact solutions are no longer good
approximate eigenstates of the even length system. From
the preceding discussion, we observe that while our so-
lutions are only exact on lattices that terminate with A
sublattices on both ends, the quantity ri accurately pre-
dicts the presence of boundary modes also in the case
where there are no broken unit cells, i.e., a termination
with an A sublattice on one end and a B sublattice on
the other end, in which case |ri| < 1 (|ri| > 1) signals the
presence (absence) of boundary modes on both bound-
aries simultaneously.
We emphasize that the method described in this sec-
tion is not restricted to one-dimensional models and can
be straightforwardly generalized to higher dimensions as
long as the boundaries of the model have codimension
one. Indeed, by allowing the A and B sublattices in
Fig. 1(a) to be (d = 1) or (d = 2) dimensional, we form
(D = 2)- and (D = 3)-dimensional lattices on which we
can realize edge and surface modes, respectively. In these
cases, one performs a partial Fourier transformation to
reduce the model to a family of one-dimensional chains
parametrized by ~k||, which is the momentum parallel to
the boundary. This leads to the following, generalized
exact solutions of the form of Eq. (1),
|ψi(~k||)〉 = Ni(~k||)
M∑
m=1
[
ri(~k||)
]m
c†
Ai,~k||,m
|0〉 ,
which differs from Eq. (4) only by the explicit inclusion
6of momentum dependence. In Ref. 55, this equation was
retrieved for the chiral edge states of a Chern insulators
and the Fermi arcs of a Weyl semimetal on frustrated
lattices with n = 2 and 3, and nB = 1 (see also Table I).
IV. EXACTLY SOLVABLE BOUNDARY STATES
WITH CODIMENSION TWO
We now shift our attention to models exhibiting solvable
eigenstates that localize to boundaries with codimension
two; these include the so-called second-order topologi-
cal states. In particular, we find exact wave-function
solutions for the zero-dimensional corner states in two-
dimensional crystals of the type shown in Fig. 1(b) and
use this to show in detail how to obtain corner states
in the breathing kagome lattice [49]. In addition to the
examples mentioned in our previous paper [49], we also
include a new example of chiral, hinge states on the py-
rochlore lattice.
In this discussion, we begin by considering two-
dimensional models with zero-dimensional corners for the
sake of simplicity but, as before, the method can be easily
applied to higher dimensional systems with boundaries of
codimension two of which an explicit example is shown
at the end of this section. The idea is that we start with
M ′ one-dimensional chains of the form discussed in the
previous section, which we then couple to each other in
the ~a2 direction by inserting intermediate B
′ sublattices,
such that the corners are formed by A sublattices, as is
shown in Fig. 1(b). As before, the individual A sublat-
tices host n degrees of freedom and are described by hA,
whereas both the B and B′ sublattices host a single or-
bital with energies hB and hB′ , respectively. Moreover,
the A sublattices hybridize in the ~a1 (~a2) direction only
with the B (B′) sublattices, which is described by the
matrices hA,B;± (hA,B′;±). The creation operators on the
A sublattices are denoted by c†Ai,m,m′ with i = 1, . . . , n
and with m and m′ the unit-cell indices. The creation
operators on the B (B′) sites read b†m,m′ (b
′†
m,m′), where
each B (B′) sublattice has the same unit-cell index as
the A sublattice to its left (below). The corresponding
FIG. 6: Schematic representation of the Hamiltonian HM,M′
in Eq. (19).
Fourier-transformed creation operators are given by
c†
Ai,~k
=
1√
LL′
L∑
m=1
L′∑
m′=1
eimk1+im
′k2c†Ai,m,m′ , (10)
b†~k =
1√
LL′
L∑
m=1
L′∑
m′=1
eimk1+im
′k2b†m,m′ , (11)
b′†~k =
1√
LL′
L∑
m=1
L′∑
m′=1
eimk1+im
′k2b′†m,m′ , (12)
where L and L′ denote the total number of unit cells in
the periodic system in the directions ~a1 and ~a2, respec-
tively, and ki = ~k · ~ai. Using this notation, we find that
the full Bloch Hamiltonian is given by H~k = Ψ
†
~k
H~kΨ~k
with Ψ†~k = (c
†
Ai,~k
, b†~k, b
′†
~k
) and
H~k =
 hA hA,B hA,B′h†A,B hB 0
h†A,B′ 0 hB′
 , (13)
hA,B ≡ hA,B;+ + e−ik1hA,B;−, (14)
hA,B′ ≡ hA,B′;+ + e−ik2hA,B′;−. (15)
As in the previous section, we do not consider hoppings
amongst the B and B′ sublattices for reasons of simplic-
ity while the inclusion of such terms does not alter any of
our conclusions as is made explicit in the examples that
follow below.
Next, we consider the same system with open bound-
ary conditions in ~a1 and ~a2 with A sublattices at its ends
with M (M ′) A blocks in the ~a1 (~a2) direction as shown
in Fig. 1(b). For this model, the Hamiltonian reads
HM,M
′
= Ψ†HM,M ′Ψ,
where the row vector Ψ† is given by Ψ† =(
d†1, e
†
1, d
†
2, e
†
2, . . . , e
†
M ′−1, d
†
M ′
)
with
d†m′ = a
†
1,m′ , b
†
1,m′ , a
†
2,m′ , b
†
2,m′ , . . . , b
†
M−1,m′ ,a
†
M,m′ ,
(16)
a†m,m′ = c
†
A1,m,m′ , . . . , c
†
An,m,m′ , (17)
e†m′ = b
′†
1,m′ , . . . , b
′†
M−1,m′ , (18)
and the matrix HM,M ′ reads
HM,M ′ =
HM HAB,B′;+ 0 0 0
H†AB,B′;+ HB′ H†AB,B′;− 0 0
0 HAB,B′;− HM · · · 0
0 0
...
. . . H†AB,B′;−
0 0 0 HAB,B′;− HM
 ,
(19)
7and is schematically shown in Fig. 6. The matrix HM ,
which is given by Eq. (3) and shown schematically in
Fig. 3, accounts for the physics within each row m′ com-
posed of M A sublattices and M − 1 B sublattices. The
matrix HB′ describes each row m′ composed of M B′
sublattices, and can in principle assume any form. How-
ever, for simplicity we assume there are no interactions
between B′ sublattices, such that its Hamiltonian is sim-
ply given by
HB′ = hB′ IM×M .
The matrices HAB,B′;± take care of the hybridization
between neighboring rows, and read
HAB,B′;+ =

hA,B′;+ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 hA,B′;+ 0 0
0 0 · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hA,B′;+
 , (20)
HAB,B′;− =

hA,B′;− 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 hA,B′;− · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 hA,B′;−
 . (21)
In a similar spirit, we now construct exact wave func-
tions that localize to the corners, where we again as-
sume that hA is written in a diagonal form, i.e., hA =
diag(A1 , . . . , An), such that the corner modes have en-
ergies Ai . From the previous section, we know how to
construct the exact wave-function solutions for each sin-
gle row m′, which localize to the left or right ends of
the row, i.e., m = 1 or M , respectively. These n wave-
function solutions are given by
|Ψi;m′〉 = Ni
M∑
m=1
rmi c
†
Ai,m,m′ |0〉,
which differ from the solutions in Eq. (4) by the intro-
duction of the unit-cell index m′ and where Ni and ri are
given by Eqs. (5) and (7), respectively. Next, we go one
step further by taking linear combinations of |Ψi;m′〉 and
choosing their weights such that there is also destruc-
tive interference on the B′ sublattices. This leads to the
following ansatz,
|Ψi〉 = N ′i
M ′∑
m′=1
r′m
′
i |Ψi;m′〉
= NiN ′i
M∑
m=1
M ′∑
m′=1
rmi r
′m′
i c
†
Ai,m,m′ |0〉, (22)
where the normalization constant N ′i is given by Eq. (5)
with ri → r′i and M → M ′. The value of r′i is found
by solving the following equation that corresponds to de-
structive interference on the B′ sites
(h†A,B′;+)1,i + r
′
i(h
†
A,B′;−)1,i = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, (23)
such that |Ψi〉 indeed is a solution to the eigenvalue equa-
tion
HM,M
′ |Ψi〉 = Ai |Ψi〉. (24)
These results correspond to what was found in Ref. 49,
and we find that these wave functions remain exact as
long as one does not include direct hoppings between the
A sublattices, while one is free to include any type of
disorder or hoppings within each of the sublattices B and
B′.
To illustrate these results, we consider the breathing
kagome model shown in Fig. 7(a), which was also stud-
ied in Refs. 49–51. The arrangement of the sublattices
A, B, and B′ shown in red, green, and blue, respectively,
follows that of the lattice in Fig. 1(b) and the only differ-
ence is the coupling between certainB andB′ sublattices.
The A sublattices only couple to the neighboring B (B′)
sublattices with alternating, nearest-neighbor hoppings
t1 and t2 (t1 and t3), while neighboring B and B
′ sites
are coupled via alternating hoppings t1 and t2. Note that
these hoppings between B and B′ can be arbitrarily cho-
sen as they do not influence the form of the exact wave-
function solution. The corresponding Bloch Hamiltonian
reads
H~k =
 hA hA,B hA,B′h†A,B hB hB,B′
h†A,B′ h
†
B,B′ hB′
 , (25)
hB,B′ ≡ hB,B′;+ + e−i(k2−k1)hB,B′;−, (26)
which closely resembles the Hamiltonian in Eq. (13), and
hA,B and hA,B′ given in Eqs. (14) and (15), with
hA = hB = hB′ = 0, hA,B;− = hB,B′;− = −t2,
hA,B;+ = hA,B′;+ = hB,B′;+ = −t1, hA,B′;− = −t3.
(27)
Considering open boundary conditions in the ~a1 and
~a2 direction, we find that the Hamiltonian is given by
Eq. (19) with HAB,B′;± reading
HAB,B′;+ =

hA,B′;+ 0 0 0
hB,B′;+ 0 0 0
0 hA,B′;+ 0 0
0 hB,B′;+ · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hA,B′;+
 , (28)
HAB,B′;− =

hA,B′;− 0 0 0
0 hB,B′;− 0 0
0 hA,B′;− · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hB,B′;−
0 0 0 hA,B′;−
 , (29)
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FIG. 7: (a) Schematic depiction of the breathing kagome model with the A, B, and B′ sites in red, green, and blue, respectively,
and the nearest-neighbor hopping parameters t1, t2, and t3. (b) Illustration of the exact wave function in Eq. (22) with
r = −t1/t2 and r′ = −t1/t3 for a lattice with M = M ′ = 2 with the weight of the wave function on each site written inside the
red (A), green (B), and blue (B′) circles explicitly revealing the destructive interference on the B (green) and B′ (blue) sites.
(c) Energy spectrum with M = M ′ = 7 and t3/t2 = 1 such that r = r′ = −t1/t2 with the bulk bands in blue and the corner
mode corresponding to the exact solution in red. The bands in the orange and cyan shaded areas originate from the bulk and
edge spectrum, respectively. The black vertical lines indicate where |r| = 1.
which differ from the matrices in Eqs. (20) and (21) by
the inclusion of extra hopping terms between certain B
and B′ sublattices. The exact wave function is given in
Eq. (22) and is unaltered by the extra hopping terms as it
only depends on the details of the Hamiltonian on sublat-
tice A and the hoppings between the A and B (B′) sites.
The terms in the Hamiltonian are given in Eq. (27), such
that Eqs. (7) and (23), which correspond to destructive
interference on the B and B′ sites, respectively, read
t1 + r t2 = 0, t1 + r
′ t3 = 0, (30)
where we have dropped the subscript 1 on r and r′ to
simplify notation, and which yields r = −t1/t2 and r′ =
−t1/t3. The exact wave function is shown explicitly in
Fig. 7(b) and the energy spectrum for t2 = t3 is shown in
Fig. 7(c). The eigenenergy of the exact solution is hA = 0
as shown in red in Fig. 7(c). Depending on the values
of |r| and |r′|, the zero-energy mode localizes to one of
the four corners of the kagome lattice, i.e., the mode is
localized to the corner {m,m′} = {1, 1}, {M, 1}, {1,M ′},
or {M,M ′} when {|r|, |r′|} = {< 1, < 1}, {> 1, < 1}, {<
1, > 1}, or {> 1, > 1}, respectively, such that the zero-
energy mode in the band spectrum in Fig. 7(c), which
is plotted for t3/t2 = 1 such that r = r
′, is localized
to the corner {m,m′} = {1, 1} ({M,M ′}) when |r| < 1
(> 1). Note that these results were also summarized in
Ref. 49. Indeed, the existence of the these corner modes
has recently been confirmed in experiments [52–54].
Next, we consider the pyrochlore lattice shown in
Fig. 8(a). This lattice can be interpreted as a dimen-
sional extension of the kagome lattice in Fig. 7(a) by
considering the A, B, and B′ sites in the latter as one-
dimensional, periodic chains, which are connected to each
other in such a way that they form the pyrochlore lat-
tice. The general structure in Fig. 1(b) thus again ap-
plies. We implement two different tight-binding models
on this lattice of which the first realizes an all-in-all-out
spin configuration on the tetrahedra, which is relevant
for the pyrochlore irridates Eu2Ir2O7 [60] and Nd2Ir2O7
[61]. The Bloch Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (25) supple-
mented by Eqs. (14), (15), and (26) with
hA =
t√
2
(
0 1 + e−ik||
1 + eik|| 0
)
, hB = hB′ = 0,
hA,B;+ = t⊥
(
(1 + i)
(1− i)
)
, hA,B;− = t⊥
(
(1 + i)
(1− i)eik||
)
,
hA,B′;+ =
t′⊥
2
(
(1− i)
(1 + i)
)
, hA,B′;− =
t′⊥
2
(
(1− i)
(1 + i)eik||
)
,
hB,B′;+ = hB,B′;− =
t′⊥√
2
, (31)
where t, t⊥, and t′⊥ are nearest-neighbor hopping param-
eters, and the model is periodic in k|| = ~k · ~a|| with ~a||
the lattice vector shown in Fig. 8(a). This Hamiltonian
renders a Chern-insulating phase on each kagome-layer
cut in the pyrochlore lattice, such that we may make use
of the chiral edge states on the edges of each of these
cuts to create a second-order topological insulators with
hinge states. Assuming open boundary conditions in the
~a1 and ~a2 directions such that we obtain the lattice in
Fig. 8(a), we obtain the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (19), (28),
and (29) parametrized by k|| with the Hamiltonian terms
given in Eq. (31). Note that we have not written hA in its
diagonal form, such that we cannot simply use Eqs. (7)
and (23) to find ri and r
′
i, with i = 1, 2. Instead, we first
find the eigenvectors of hA, which are given by φ1(k||) =
(1, eik||/2)T /
√
2 and φ2(k||) = (1,−eik||/2)T /
√
2 with
eigenvalues t
√
2 cos(k||/2) and −t
√
2 cos(k||/2), respec-
tively. In terms of these eigenvectors, we find that the
equations corresponding to destructive interference on
the B and B′ sites read
ri(k||) = −
h†A,B;+φi(k||)
h†A,B;−φi(k||)
, r′i(k||) = −
h†A,B′;+φi(k||)
h†A,B′;−φi(k||)
,
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FIG. 8: (a) Pyrochlore lattice with hinges parametrized by the lattice vector ~a|| and the A, B, and B
′ sublattices shown
in red, green, and blue, respectively. [(b), (c)] Energy spectrum for the model with an (b) all-in-all-out spin configuration
on each tetrahedron with t⊥/t = t′⊥/t = 1 and M = M
′ = 6, and (c) a Kane-Mele model on each kagome layer with
t⊥/t = (1/10) t′⊥/t = t
′′
⊥/t = (1/6)V/t = (5/24)V1/t = 1 and M = M
′ = 10, with the bulk bands in blue and the exact,
hinge-state solution in red [and green in panel (c)]. The inset in panel (c) depicts the localization of the modes on the hinges.
with i = 1, 2, such that
r±(k||) = − (1− i)± (1 + i)e
ik||/2
(1− i)± (1 + i)e−ik||/2 ,
r′±(k||) = −
(1 + i)± (1− i)eik||/2
(1 + i)± (1− i)e−ik||/2 ,
where we have substituted the index i for ± where + (−)
corresponds to i = 1 (i = 2). The energy spectrum is
shown in Fig. 8(b) with the bands highlighted in red cor-
responding to the exact solution given in Eq. (22) with
ri and r
′
i specified above. However, the bands are com-
pletely blurred by the bulk bands in blue, and we need
to implement a more intricate model in order to isolate
the chiral hinge states.
To this end, we continue by implementing a Kane-
Mele-type Hamiltonian on each kagome layer [10, 11],
such that each of the two sites in the A lattices and the
B sites host two degrees of freedom instead of one, while
the B′ sites still host a single orbital per site. The cor-
responding Bloch Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (25) sup-
plemented by Eqs. (14), (15), and (26) with
hA =
(
hA,+ 0
0 hA,−
)
,
hA,+ ≡
(
V + t2 sin(k||) −i t2 (1 + e−ik||)
i t2 (1 + e
ik||) −V − t2 sin(k||)
)
, (32)
hA,− ≡
(
V − t2 sin(k||) i t2 (1 + e−ik||)−i t2 (1 + eik||) −V + t2 sin(k||)
)
,
hA,B;+ = t⊥
1 01 00 1
0 1
 , hA,B;− = t⊥

1 0
eik|| 0
0 1
0 eik||
 ,
hA,B′;+ = t
′
⊥
001
1
 , hA,B′;− = t′⊥
 1eik||0
0
 ,
hB,B′;+ =
(
0
t′⊥
)
, hB,B′;− =
(
t′⊥
0
)
,
hB =
(
V1 0
0 V1
)
, hB′ = V1, (33)
where t, t⊥ and t′⊥ are nearest-neighbor hopping param-
eters, t2 is a next-nearest-neighbor hopping parameter,
and V and V1 are on-site potentials. Assuming open
boundary conditions in ~a1 and ~a2 as before, we find the
Hamiltonian given in Eqs. (19)-(21) parametrized by k||
with the Hamiltonian terms given in Eq. (33), where
the two degrees of freedom on the B lattices turn the
(creation) annihilation operator (b†m,m′) bm,m′ into a
(row) column vector of (creation) annihilation operators
(b†Bi,m,m′) bBi,m,m′ . Note that the Hamiltonian on each
layer m′ simply realizes two Chern insulators with oppo-
site Chern numbers that are decoupled from each other
such that the exact wave-function solution in Eq. (22)
still solves our model. The eigenvectors of hA are given
by φi(k||) with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, where each eigenvector only
has two nonzero components out of four with i = 1, 2
(3, 4) having a non-zero component in the first and sec-
ond (third and fourth) rows, such that
ri(k||) = −
(h†A,B;+)j,i φi(k||)
(h†A,B;−)j,i φi(k||)
,
r′i(k||) = −
(h†A,B′;+)1,i φi(k||)
(h†A,B′;−)1,i φi(k||)
,
where j = 1 (j = 2) if i = 1, 2 (i = 3, 4). From the
explicit form of φi(k||) and h
†
A,B′;±, we find that r
′
i(k||) =
0 (= −∞) if i = 1, 2 (i = 3, 4), such that the wave-
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function solution in Eq. (22) reduces to
|Ψi(k||)〉 ={
Ni(k||)
∑M
m=1(ri(k||))
mc†Ai,m,m′=1 |0〉 , i = 1, 2,
Ni(k||)
∑M
m=1(ri(k||))
mc†Ai,m,m′=M ′ |0〉 , i = 3, 4,
(34)
and we find that two of the exact solutions are precisely
localized to the layer m′ = 1 while the other two so-
lutions are localized to the layer m′ = M ′. The band
spectrum for this model is shown in Fig. 8(c), where the
perpendicular hopping between the layers m′ is taken to
be t′′⊥ on the surfaces {m,m′} = {m˜, 1}, and {m˜,M ′}
with m˜ ∈ [1,M ], such that the chiral states on the edges
of each individual kagome layer formed by A and B sub-
lattices are hybridized away and only four chiral states
remain inside the gap whose bands are shown in red and
green in Fig. 8(c) and are well separated from the bulk.
By accessing the bands in the gap or by making use the
solutions in Eq. (34) explicitly, we can show that each
of the chiral modes lives on a different hinge resulting in
the localization shown in the inset in Fig. 8(c).
V. EXACTLY SOLVABLE BOUNDARY STATES
WITH CODIMENSION THREE
Finally, we repeat the same steps as before to find exact
solutions for the zero-dimensional corner modes of the
three-dimensional model shown in Fig. 1(c), which is a
dimensional extension of the general lattice in Fig. 1(b).
We demonstrate the validity of our findings by applying
it to retrieve zero-energy corner modes in the breathing
pyrochlore lattice.
In a similar spirit as before, we start with M ′′ copies
of the two-dimensional crystal discussed in the previous
section for which we can find exact boundary states. We
couple these models by inserting intermediate B′′ sublat-
tices, which host a single orbital only at an energy hB′′ as
shown in Fig. 1(c). Again, it is crucial that the A sublat-
tices only talk to neighboring B, B′, and B′′ sublattices.
The creation operators on the A sublattice are denoted
by c†Ai,m,m′,m′′ , where i = 1, . . . , n labels the internal de-
grees of freedom, and m,m′,m′′ specifies the unit cell. In
a similar fashion, we denote the creation operators corre-
sponding to the B, B′, and B′′ sublattices with b†m,m′,m′′ ,
b′†m,m′,m′′ , and b
′′†
m,m′,m′′ , respectively, where the B, B
′,
and B′′ sublattices have the same unit-cell index as the A
sublattice to their left in ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3, respectively, with
ai the lattice vectors shown in Fig. 9. The corresponding
Fourier-transformed creation operators are given by
c†
Ai,~k
=
1√
LL′L′′
L∑
m=1
L′∑
m′=1
L′′∑
m′′=1
eimk1+im
′k2+im′′k3c†Ai,m,m′,m′′ ,
b†~k =
1√
LL′L′′
L∑
m=1
L′∑
m′=1
L′′∑
m′′=1
eimk1+im
′k2+im′′k3b†m,m′,m′′ ,
b′†~k =
1√
LL′L′′
L∑
m=1
L′∑
m′=1
L′′∑
m′′=1
eimk1+im
′k2+im′′k3b′†m,m′,m′′ ,
b′′†~k =
1√
LL′L′′
L∑
m=1
L′∑
m′=1
L′′∑
m′′=1
eimk1+im
′k2+im′′k3b′′†m,m′,m′′ ,
where L, L′, and L′′ denote the total number of unit
cells in the direction ~a1, ~a2, and ~a3, respectively, and
ki = ~k · ~ai. This leads to the Bloch Hamiltonian H~k =
Ψ†~kH~kΨ~k with Ψ
†
~k
= (c†
Ai,~k
, b†~k, b
′†
~k
, b′′†~k ) and
H~k =

hA hA,B hA,B′ hA,B′′
h†A,B hB 0 0
h†A,B′ 0 hB′ 0
h†A,B′′ 0 0 hB′′
 , (35)
hA,B′′ ≡ hA,B′′;+ + e−ik3hA,B′′;−, (36)
with hA,B and hA,B′ given in Eqs. (14) and (15), respec-
tively.
Next, we provide the Hamiltonian that describes the
same system with open boundary conditions in all three
directions as shown in Fig. 1(c). The Hamiltonian is
given by HM×M
′×M ′′ = Ψ†HM,M ′,M ′′Ψ with a total of
(M ×M ′ ×M ′′) A lattices, where the row vector reads
Ψ† =
(
c†1, g
†
1, c
†
2, g
†
2, . . . , g
†
M ′′−1, c
†
M ′′
)
with
c†m′′ = d
†
1,m′′ , e
†
1,m′′ , d
†
2,m′′ , e
†
2,m′′ , . . . , e
†
M ′−1,m′′ , d
†
M ′,m′′ ,
g†m′′ = h
†
1,m′′ , . . . , h
†
M−1,m′′ ,
h†m′,m′′ = b
′′†
1,m′,m′′ , . . . , b
′′†
M−1,m′,m′′ ,
with d†m′,m′′ and e
†
m′,m′′ defined in Eqs. (16) and (18),
respectively, with an extra label m′′ and the matrix
HM,M ′,M ′′ is given by
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FIG. 9: Schematic representation of the Hamiltonian HM,M′,M′′ in Eq. (19).
HM,M ′,M ′′ =

HM,M ′ HABB′,B′′;+ 0 0 0
H†ABB′,B′′;+ HB′′ H†ABB′,B′′;− 0 0
0 HABB′,B′′;− HM,M ′ · · · 0
0 0
...
. . . H†ABB′,B′′;−
0 0 0 HABB′,B′′;− HM,M ′
 , (37)
and schematically shown in Fig. 9. The matrices HM,M ′
and HB′′ on the diagonal correspond to the physics
within each two-dimensional lattice labeled by m′′ that
are stacked in the ~a3 direction, and are given by Eq. (19)
and HB′′ = IMM ′×MM ′ ⊗ hB′′ , where we assumed no
hopping between B′′ lattices. The matrices HABB′,B′′;±
hybridize neighboring planes and read
HABB′,B′′;± =

hAB,B′′;± 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 hAB,B′′;± 0 0
0 0 · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hAB,B′′;±
 ,
(38)
with
hAB,B′′;± =

hA,B′′;± 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 hA,B′′;± 0 0
0 0 · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hA,B′′;±
 . (39)
Again, we have not included hoppings that hybridize B,
B′, and B′′ sublattices for the sake of simplicity.
We continue by finding exact corner-state solutions for
this structure. Note that in the previous section we found
exact wave-function solutions within each single plane
m′′, which typically localize to one of the four corners.
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For the three-dimensional system, these are given by
|Ψi;m′′〉 = NiN ′i
M∑
m=1
M ′∑
m′=1
rmi r
′m′
i c
†
Ai,m,m′,m′′ |0〉,
with i = 1, . . . , n, and differ only from Eq. (22) by an
extra unit-cell index m′′. As before, we take linear com-
binations of these wave functions such that they also in-
terfere destructively on the B′′ sublattices. This leads to
the following wave-function solutions
|Ψi〉 = N ′′i
M ′′∑
m′′=1
r′′m
′′
i |Ψi,m′′〉
= NiN ′i N ′′i
M∑
m=1
M ′∑
m′=1
M ′′∑
m′′=1
rmi r
′m′
i r
′′m′′
i c
†
Ai,m,m′,m′′ |0〉,
(40)
where N ′′i is the normalization constant given by Eq. (5)
with ri → r′′i and M → M ′′, and r′′i solves the following
equation:
(h†A,B′′;+)1,i+r
′′
i (h
†
A,B′′;−)1,i = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, (41)
ensuring
HM,M
′,M ′′ |Ψi〉 = Ai |Ψi〉. (42)
As an illustrative example, we now consider the breath-
ing pyrochlore lattice shown in Fig. 10(a), which was also
studied in Refs. 49, 50. This lattice can be thought of as
consisting of a stack of breathing kagome lattices that
are coupled via intermediate triangular lattices forming
tetrahedral structures. The sites in the intermediate tri-
angular lattice play the role of the B′′ sites. The relevant
hopping parameters are shown in Fig. 10(a), and we again
see that certain B, B′, and B′′ sites are connected with
each other. The Bloch Hamiltonian for this model reads
H~k =

hA hA,B hA,B′ hA,B′′
h†A,B hB hB,B′ hB,B′′
h†A,B′ h
†
B,B′ hB′ hB′,B′′
h†A,B′′ h
†
B,B′′ h
†
B′,B′′ hB′′
 , (43)
hB,B′′ ≡ hB,B′′;+ + e−i(k3−k1)hB,B′′;−, (44)
hB′,B′′ ≡ hB′,B′′;+ + e−i(k2−k3)hB′,B′′;−, (45)
which closely resembles Eq. (35) and hA,B , hA,B′ , hA,B′′ ,
hB,B′ given by Eqs. (14), (15), (36) and (26), respectively,
with
hA = hB = hB′ = hB′′ = 0,
hA,B;+ = hA,B′;+ = hA,B′′;+ = hB,B′;+
= hB,B′′;+ = hB′,B′′;+ = −t1,
hA,B;− = hB,B′;− = hB,B′′;− = hB′,B′′;− = −t2,
hA,B′;− = −t3, hA,B′′;− = −t4. (46)
In case of open boundary conditions in all three directions
with A sites at its corners, as schematically depicted in
Fig. 10(a), the Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (37) with
HAB,B′;± in HM,M ′ given by Eqs. (28) and (29), and
HABB′,B′′;± reading
HABB′,B′′;+ =

hAB,B′′;+ 0 0 0
hB′,B′′;+IM×M 0 0 0
0 hAB,B′′;+ 0 0
0 hB′,B′′;+IM×M · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hAB,B′′;+
 ,
HABB′,B′′;− =

hAB,B′′;− 0 0 0
0 hB′,B′′;−IM×M 0 0
0 hAB,B′′;− · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hB′,B′′;−IM×M
0 0 0 hAB,B′′;+
 ,
with
hAB,B′′;+ =

hA,B′′;+ 0 0 0
hB,B′′;+ 0 0 0
0 hA,B′′;+ 0 0
0 hB,B′′;+ · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hA,B′′;+
 ,
hAB,B′′;− =

hA,B′′;− 0 0 0
0 hB,B′′;− 0 0
0 hA,B′′;− · · · 0
0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 hB,B′′;−
0 0 0 hA,B′′;−
 ,
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FIG. 10: (a) Schematic depiction of the breathing pyrochlore lattice with the A, B, B′, and B′′ sublattices in red, green, blue,
and purple, respectively, and the nearest-neighbor hopping parameters t1, t2, t3, and t4. (b) Illustration of the exact wave
function in Eq. (40) with r = −t1/t2, r′ = −t1/t3, and r′′ = −t1/t4 for a lattice with M = M ′ = M ′′ = 2 with the weight of
the wave function on each side written inside the red (A), green (B), blue (B′), and purple (B′′) sites. (c) Energy spectrum
with M = M ′ = M ′′ = 5 and t3/t2 = t4/t2 = 1 such that r = r′ = r′′ = −t1/t2 with the bulk bands in blue and the corner
mode corresponding to the exact solution in red. The bands in the orange and cyan shaded areas originate from the surface
and hinge spectrum, respectively. The black vertical lines indicate where |r| = 1.
which differ from Eqs. (38) and (39) by the inclusion of
extra hopping terms between B and B′′ (B′ and B′′)
sublattices.
The exact wave function is given in Eq. (40) and is
unaltered by the extra hopping terms as it only depends
on the details of the Hamiltonian on sublattice A and
the hoppings between the A and B (B′) [(B′′)] sites. The
terms in the Hamiltonian are given in Eq. (46), such that
Eqs. (7), (23), and (41), which correspond to destructive
interference on the B, B′, and B′′ sites, respectively, read
t1 + r t2 = 0, t1 + r
′ t3 = 0, t1 + r′′ t4 = 0, (47)
where the subscript 1 on r, r′, and r′′ is dropped to sim-
plify the notation, such that r = −t1/t2, r′ = −t1/t3, and
r′′ = −t1/t4. The exact wave function is shown explicitly
in Fig. 10(b) and the energy spectrum in Fig. 10(c) with
the eigenenergy of the exact solution hA = 0 in red. As
before, the values of |r|, |r′|, and |r′′| determine where
the zero-energy mode localizes; the mode localizes to
the corner {m,m′,m′′} = {1, 1, 1}, {M, 1, 1}, {1,M ′, 1},
{1, 1,M ′′}, {M,M ′, 1}, {M, 1,M ′′}, {1,M ′,M ′′}, or
{M,M ′,M ′′} when {|r|, |r′|, |r′′|} = {< 1, < 1, < 1},
{> 1, < 1, < 1}, {< 1, > 1, < 1}, {< 1, < 1, > 1},
{> 1, > 1, < 1}, {> 1, < 1, > 1}, {< 1, > 1, > 1},
or {> 1, > 1, > 1}, respectively. The band spectrum
in Fig. 10(c) is computed for t3/t2 = t4/t2 = 1 such
that r = r′ = r′′, and the zero-energy mode localizes to
the corner {m,m′,m′′} = {1, 1, 1} ({M,M ′,M ′′}) when
|r| < 1 (> 1) as was also pointed out in Ref. 49.
VI. EXACTLY SOLVABLE HINGE STATES ON
MIRROR SYMMETRIC LATTICES
Lastly, we focus on finding wave functions that localize
at mirror-symmetric corners and hinges with codimen-
sion two of the type shown in Fig. 2. The structures
we consider are composed of two different types of one-
dimensional chains, which are shown in red and green,
and in blue corresponding to a chain made up of zero-
dimensional A and B lattices and zero-dimensional B′
lattices, respectively. Compared to the structure shown
in Fig. 1(b) the main difference is that now the B′ chain
consists of two sublattices (in Fig. 2 this is shown with
two blue sites instead of only one). Earlier we remarked
that it is crucial for the retrieval of exact wave-function
solutions that both the B and B′ sublattices host a single
degree of freedom. There are, however, some instances
where this condition can be relaxed; if we couple the AB
and B′ chains in a mirror-symmetric fashion we again
retrieve wave-function solutions of the form of Eq. (22).
Moreover, we again remark that this construction can be
easily expanded to higher dimensions as is demonstrated
in the explicit examples that follow.
We assume that the A sublattices host n degrees of
freedom and B one. Moreover, we refer to the two in-
equivalent sublattices of the B′ chains as B′I and B
′
II
sites, which are located between A and B sublattices, re-
spectively, and carry n′I and n
′
II degrees of freedom, re-
spectively. We require that the A lattices only hybridize
with the B and B′I sites and not with the B
′
II sites.
The corresponding creation operators are denoted by
c†Ai,m,m′ , b
†
m,m′ , b
′†
I,i′1,m,m′
, and b′†II,i′II ,m,m′ , respectively,
with i = 1, . . . , n, i′I = 1, . . . , n
′
I , and i
′
II = 1, . . . , n
′
II .
We assign to each B site the same unit-cell index as the
A site to its left, and to each B′I (B
′
II) site the same in-
dex as the A (B) site below. The corresponding Fourier-
transformed creation operators are defined as before [see
Eqs. (10)-(12)] and we find that the Bloch Hamiltonian is
given by H~k = Ψ
†
~k
H~kΨ~k with Ψ†~k = (c
†
Ai,~k
, b†~k, b
′†
I,~k
, b′†
II,~k
)
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and
H~k =

hA hA,B hA,B′I 0
h†A,B hB 0 hB,B′II
h†A,B′I 0 hB
′
I
hB′I ,B′II
0 h†B,B′II h
†
B′I ,B
′
II
hB′II
 , (48)
hA,B ≡ hA,B;+ + e−ik1hA,B;−, (49)
hA,B′I ≡ hA,B′I + e−ik2hA,B′I , (50)
hB,B′II ≡ hB,B′II + e−ik2hB,B′II , (51)
hB′I ,B′II ≡ hB′I ,B′II ;+ + e−ik1hB′I ,B′II ;−. (52)
In contrast to the notation used so far, we have not in-
cluded subindices ± in the n× n′I matrix hA,B′I and the
1 × n′II matrix hB,B′II , since the coupling in the ~a2 di-
rection between the A and B′I (B and B
′
II) sites is sym-
metric. For simplicity, we have assumed that there is no
hopping among the B and B′I lattice sites, but as before
including these terms does not alter our findings.
Next, we consider the system with open boundary con-
ditions with A lattices at its corners. Here, we pro-
vide the generic Hamiltonian associated with the lat-
tice shown in Fig. 2. In the case M = M ′, which
is relevant for the examples that follow, the Hamilto-
nian is given by HM×M = Ψ†HM,MΨ with a total of
[M×M−f(M)] A lattices, where f(M) = 4∑(M−1)/2α=1 α
and Ψ† is a row vector of creation operators, which reads
Ψ† =
(
d†1, e
†
1, d
†
2, e
†
2, . . . , e
†
M−1, d
†
M
)
with
d†m′ = a
†
1+|m′−(M+1)/2|,m′ , b
†
1+|m′−(M+1)/2|,m′ ,
. . . , b†M−1−|m′−(M+1)/2|,m′ ,a
†
M−|m′−(M+1)/2|,m′ ,
e†m′ = b
′†
I,3/2+|m′−M/2|,m′ ,b
′†
II,3/2+|m′−M/2|,m′ ,
. . . ,b′†II,M−3/2−|m′−M/2|,m′ ,b
′†
I,M−1/2−|m′−M/2|,m′ ,
where a†m,m′ is defined in Eq. (17), and b
′†
j,m,m′ =
b′†j,1,m,m′ , . . . , b
′†
j,n′j ,m,m′
with j = I, II. Note that the
label m of a†m,m′ , b
†
m,m′ , b
′†
I,m,m′ , and b
′†
II,m,m′ explicitly
depends on m′ due to the varying length of m for differ-
ent m′. The matrix HM,M , which is explicitly different
from the matrix defined in Eq. (19), reads
HM,M =

H1AB H1AB,B′;+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H1,†AB,B′;+ H1B′IB′II H
1,†
AB,B′;− 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 H1AB,B′;− H2AB · · · 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
...
. . . H
M−1
2
AB,B′;+ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 H
M−1
2 ,†
AB,B′;+ H
M−1
2
B′IB
′
II
H
M−1
2 ,†
AB,B′;− 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 H
M−1
2
AB,B′;− H
M+1
2
AB H
M−1
2
AB,B′;− 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 H
M−1
2 ,†
AB,B′;− H
M−1
2
B′IB
′
II
· · · 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
...
. . . H1AB,B′;− 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 H1,†AB,B′;− H1B′IB′II H
1,†
AB,B′;+
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 H1AB,B′;+ H1AB

,
(53)
Hm′AB and Hm
′
B′IB
′
II
are both given by Eq. (3) with 2m′−1
A lattices for the first and hA → hB′I , hB → hB′II , and
hA,B;± → hB′I ,B′II ;± for the latter. The hybridization
between the AB and B′ chains is captured by Hm′AB,B′;±
Hm′AB,B′;+ =

hA,B′I 0 0 0 0 0
0 hB,B′II 0 0 0 0
0 0 hA,B′I 0 0 0
0 0 0 hB,B′II · · · 0
0 0 0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 hA,B′I

,
(54)
Hm′AB,B′;− =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
hA,B′I 0 0 0 0 0
0 hB,B′II 0 0 0 0
0 0 hA,B′I 0 0 0
0 0 0 hB,B′II · · · 0
0 0 0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 hA,B′I
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

.
(55)
The full Hamiltonian is shown schematically in Fig. 11.
To find the exact corner-state wave functions, we need
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FIG. 11: Schematic representation of the Hamiltonian HM,M in Eq. (53).
to solve the equations that correspond to destructive in-
terference on the B and B′I sites. Since the B
′
I site may
in principle host multiple orbitals, we have to solve 1+n′I
equations. Note that as we do not hybridize A lattices
with the B′II sites, we get destructive interference for free
for the latter. Starting with the ansatz given in Eq. (22),
we obtain the following equations:
(h†A,B;+)1,i + ri (h
†
A,B;−)1,i = 0, (56)
(h†A,B′I )l,i + r
′
i (h
†
A,B′I
)l,i = 0, l = 1, . . . , n
′
I . (57)
Note that the second set of equations is trivially solved by
r′i = −1, which is due to the mirror symmetry. Therefore,
we find that the mode described by the wave function
in Eq. (22) is localized to the A sublattice {m,m′} =
{1, (M + 1)/2} and {M, (M + 1)/2} when |ri| < 1 and
> 1, respectively. We point out that the above results
also hold when M 6= M ′.
In Ref. 49, we showed that we can realize models on
this lattice structure that are topologically protected by
virtue of the mirror Chern number Cm(k2) = [C+(k2)−
C−(k2)]/2, where C+(−)(k2) corresponds to the Chern
number in the even (odd) sector of the mirror eigenval-
ues. If Cm(0) + Cm(pi) = 1 mod 2, where k2 = 0, pi are
the mirror-invariant slices in the Brillouin zone, there are
an odd number of chiral, boundary modes at the bound-
aries that are symmetric under ~a2 → −~a2. If we thus re-
quire that on each AB sublattice we implement a model
that has a nonzero Chern number opposite to that of
the model on B′ sublattices, we find that the bound-
ary modes of neighboring sublattices gap out and only
those states on the layer m′ = (M ′ + 1)/2 remain. In
this case, while the “ordinary” Chern numbers C(0) and
C(pi) are zero, the mirror Chern number yields the de-
sired situation, i.e., Cm(0) + Cm(pi) = 1 mod 2, implying
the presence of boundary modes exponentially localized
to {m,m′} = {1, (M ′ + 1)/2} and {M, (M ′ + 1)/2}.
We supplement the above findings with two explicit
examples, which were only briefly discussed in Ref. 49.
As a first example, we consider a stack of honeycomb lat-
tices, where each of the A, B, B′I , and B
′
II sublattices
represents a one-dimensional periodic chain with one de-
gree of freedom such that each of the individual m′ AB
and B′ chains in Fig. 2 forms a honeycomb lattice with
a zigzag edge on one side and a bearded edge on the
other as shown in Fig. 12(a). On each honeycomb lat-
tice, we realize a Haldane-like tight-binding model [5] as
shown in Fig. 12(a) for which we find an exact hinge-
state solution. The corresponding Fourier-transformed
Hamiltonian is given by Eqs. (48)-(52) with
hA = −hB = −hB′I = hB′II = −2∆ sin(k||),
hA,B;+ = hB′I ,B′II ;+ = −t
(
1 + eik||
)
, (58)
hA,B;− = hB′I ,B′II ;− = −t, hA,B′I = hB,B′II = s,
where we include hoppings among B, B′I , and B
′
II sites,
and t and s (and ∆) are (next-)nearest-neighbor hopping
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FIG. 12: (a) Schematic depiction of the two honeycomb lattices that make up each row m′ in Fig. 2, with the A, B, and BI
sublattices in red, green, and blue, respectively, with (next-)nearest neighbor hopping parameters t (∆) and lattice vectors ~a1
and ~a||. Note that the sign of ∆ changes between the two lattices. (b) Energy spectrum of the stacked honeycomb lattices with
M = M ′ = 11 and −10s/t = 10∆/t = 1 with the bulk bands in blue and the chiral, hinge mode corresponding to the exact
solution in red. The black vertical lines indicate where |r| = 1. (c) Schematic depiction of the Rice-Mele chains with the same
conventions as in panel (a). (d) Energy spectrum of the stacked Rice-Mele chains with M = M ′ = 11 and 3/2s′/t = −3s/t = 1,
and the same conventions as in panel (b).
parameters, as shown Fig. 12(a). The term ±2∆ sin(k||)
originates from purely imaginary next-nearest-neighbor
hoppings ±i∆ in the direction ~a||, and realizes a Chern-
insulating phase on each individual honeycomb lattice
when ∆ 6= 0 while an ordinary semimetallic phase is ob-
served for ∆ = 0. The opposite sign of ∆ in the AB
and B′ planes ensures that the two honeycomb lattices
have opposite Chern number, such that the two differ-
ent planes possess counterpropagating edge states. Even
though this is a three-dimensional model, we can view it
as a collection of two-dimensional models parametrized
by k||. In particular, we may consider periodic boundary
conditions in the ~a|| direction and open in the directions
~a1 and ~a2 with the termination shown in Fig. 11. Using
the notation introduced above, we have n = n′I = n
′
II =
1, and the Hamiltonian is given in Eqs. (53)-(55) with
the hopping terms in Eq. (58). Equations (56) and (57)
thus read
t
(
1 + e−ik||
)
+ r(k||) t = 0, s+ r′ s = 0,
where we dropped the index 1 in r and r′ for simplicity.
This leads to r(k||) = −
(
1 + e−ik||
)
and r′ = −1. The
band spectrum is shown in Fig. 12(b), and the chiral
hinge state described by Eq. (22) has eigenenergy hA =
−2∆ sin(k||) shown in red.
As a second example, we consider a stack of Rice-Mele
chains [62]. Each A, B, B′I , and B
′
II sublattice is formed
by a single site with one degree of freedom such that we
literally consider the lattice as given in Fig. 2. We im-
plement the Rice-Mele model on each individual AB and
B′ chain as shown in Fig. 12(c). The Bloch Hamiltonian
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is given by Eqs. (48)-(52) with
hA = −hB = −hB′I = hB′II = s′ sin(2pit¯/T ),
hA,B;+ = hB′I ,B′II ;+ = t(1 + δ˜(t¯)),
hA,B;− = hB′I ,B′II ;− = t(1− δ˜(t¯)),
hA,B′I = hB,B′II = s, (59)
where s′ = −1, t, and s are nearest-neighbor hopping
parameters, δ˜(t¯) = δ(t¯)/t = cos(2pit¯/T )/t, and T is the
period of driving as shown in Fig. 12(c). Considering
open boundary conditions, we find that the Hamilto-
nian is given by Eqs. (53)-(55) with the hopping terms
in Eq. (58) and with n = n′I = n
′
II = 1. The band spec-
trum is shown in Fig. 12(d). This leads to the following
for Eqs. (56) and (57),
[t+ δ(t¯)] + r(t¯) [t− δ(t¯)] = 0, s+ r′ s = 0,
where we dropped the index 1 for simplicity. Hence, at
each instant t¯ we find precisely one corner mode with
energy s′ sin(2pit¯/T ), or a hinge mode in time, and its
associated wave-function solution given in Eq. (22) with
r(t¯) = −[t+ δ(t)]/[t− δ(t)] and r′ = −1.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this work, we have presented a systematic and coher-
ent method on how to construct lattices on which generic
local tight-binding models feature exactly solvable states
exponentially localized to boundary motifs of arbitrary
codimension and with a dispersion that can be tuned at
will by tuning the local hopping amplitudes. By adjust-
ing the hopping parameters that determine the connec-
tion of the A sublattices to the B(s) sublattice(s), we
have full access to all single-particle properties, such as
the (D − d) localization lengths, of these modes. The
validity and exact form of our solutions are completely
independent of the topological properties of the model
as well as the size of the system, and we have demon-
strated that while they are no longer exact solutions, they
also provide useful insights in the phase diagram of mod-
els whose boundaries preserve unit cells, i.e., boundaries
made up of A sublattices on one end and B(s) sublat-
tices on the other. While we have restricted ourselves to
the dimensions relevant to our three-dimensional physical
world in the investigation of different concrete examples,
this method can be straightforwardly extend to describe
systems of any dimension D with boundaries of any di-
mension d < D. The results presented in this paper were
summarized in a shorter previous work in Ref. 49 and
have been extended and explored here in more detail.
We point out that our bottom-up approach to engineer
lattices with the wished-for properties is extremely ver-
satile and transparent and provides useful insights both
in the experimental and theoretical context. In particu-
lar, in the latter context, our method shines a rare but
clear light on the mechanisms underlying the appearance
of boundary modes of any codimension. While several
other methods have been introduced to find exact wave-
function solutions in systems with open boundaries with
codimension one [45–48, 63, 64], none of these methods
have been generalized to describe higher order phases so
far, and it is not a priori obvious that it is at all pos-
sible. Indeed, while all of these methods have different
strengths, the clear advantage of our approach is that its
generalization to boundaries of any codimension is sim-
ple and straightforward. This is also advantageous in the
experimental setting in the sense that our method allows
for the proposal of simple lattice structures that real-
ize interesting phenomena. The type of lattices that we
devise can be straightforwardly realized in artificial lat-
tices such as cold atom systems, optical experiments, mi-
crowave cavities, and acoustic metamaterials [9, 65–68].
This statement is underlined by the recent experimen-
tal observation of corner modes in the breathing kagome
lattice [52, 54].
This work does not explicitly focus on establishing the
topological properties of the boundary modes we realize
beyond looking at whether the state corresponds to an in-
gap state and changes localization upon a band-gap clos-
ing, and the validity of the exact solutions is independent
of whether the ground state of a model is topological. We,
nevertheless, point out that the topological robustness of
several of the modes we have realized can be straight-
forwardly established. Indeed, for models with bound-
aries of codimension one, topological invariants have been
studied in numerous examples, e.g., the end modes of the
SSH chain are protected by chiral symmetry, which allows
for the definition of a winding number, whereas the chiral
modes of a Chern insulator are protected by a nonzero
Chern number. We make use of the latter when realiz-
ing chiral hinge states in the pyrochlore lattice as well as
constructing mirror-symmetric lattices that feature chi-
ral hinge modes, which are protected by the mirror Chern
number. To establish the topological robustness of higher
order models in general, one may make explicit use of the
crystalline symmetries that protect these modes to define
invariants [32], whereas a more generic approach is to use
the Wilson-loop formalism to show topological protection
[28]. A quick analysis, however, results in the conclusion
that the lack of a spectral symmetry, e.g., Ek = −Ek,
in the spectrum of the breathing kagome and pyrochlore
models prevents the odd number of corner modes we find
at half filling from being topologically protected. Indeed,
when introducing a defect on the A sublattice, the zero-
energy mode may be pushed away into the bulk, while
the localization and exact form of the wave function is
unchanged when the defect is introduced on any of the
B(s) sublattices. This simple consequence of our con-
struction clearly demonstrates the stability of boundary
modes even when they are not explicitly topologically
protected; while altering the bulk spectrum, a defect on
one or more B(s) sublattice sites does not alter the prop-
erties of the boundary mode. This finding is especially
relevant in the case of large lattices, i.e., M (s) → ∞,
18
where the explicit role of the A and B(s) sublattices is
washed out away from the boundaries. As a last note,
we point out that upon turning of certain couplings such
that the breathing kagome and pyrochlore lattices take
the form of the Lieb lattice [cf. Fig. 1(b)] and its three-
dimensional cousin [cf. Fig. 1(c)], respectively, the spec-
tral symmetry is restored by virtue of which the corner
modes in these lattices captured by Eq. (1) are protected.
The advantage of the transparency of our method has
in fact already been proven to bear fruit. Notably, it was
very recently demonstrated that topological phases in the
context of non-Hermitian systems, which set themselves
apart from topological phases in Hermitian models by
the general breaking down of conventional bulk-boundary
correspondence, can be directly described in a system
with open boundary conditions using biorthogonal quan-
tum mechanics [69]. This important insight was strongly
inspired by the use of our exact solutions which readily
generalize to the non-Hermitian setting. This work thus
serves as a supplement to our previous works and can be
viewed as a comprehensive guidebook on how to engineer
lattices from the bottom up with the desired topological
properties up to any order.
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